
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 I am very pleased this Committee and distinguished members of both parties have 

come together to identify ways we can improve the federal criminal justice 

system. We applaud Congress for examining various options for reining in 

unnecessary criminal laws that are properly the province of state governments, 

revising mandatory minimums for nonviolent offenses, implementing evidence-

based practices in community supervision, improving programming within federal 

prisons, and strengthening reentry. As an organization committed to the Tenth 

Amendment and the founders’ vision of states serving as laboratories of 

innovation, I am pleased to share with you today that many states, particularly 

those led by conservative Governors, have taken these steps and found great 

success in reducing costs, and much more importantly, reducing their crime rate. I 

am attaching a document that summarizes the recent successful reforms in many 

states. 

 

 Keeping Americans safe, whether accomplished through our military or justice 

system, is one of the few functions government should perform and perform well. 

As crime began increasing in the 1970’s, Americans and particularly 

conservatives were correct to react against the attitudes and policies that stemmed 

from the 1960’s, which included an “if  it feels good, do it” mentality and a 

tendency to emphasize purported societal causes of crime while disregarding the 

fundamental individual responsibility for crime. In the ensuing couple of decades, 

a six-fold increase in incarceration occurred, some of which was necessary to 

ensure violent and dangerous offenders were kept off the streets. 

 

 However, the pendulum shift, while necessary, went too far, sweeping too many 

nonviolent, low-risk offenders into prison for long terms while at the same time 

new research and techniques have emerged on everything from drug courts to 

actuarial risk assessments to electronic monitoring to pharmacological 

interventions to treat heroin addiction. One of the most recent and promising 

models is the Hawaii HOPE Court launched by former federal prosecutor Steve 

Alm that utilizes swift, sure, and commensurate sanctions, which has reduced 
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substance abuse and re-offending by two-thirds.1 With all of these advancements, 

just as we recognize that locking up violent offenders and international drug 

kingpins continues to make us safer, we must also follow the examples of many 

states that demonstrate utilizing more alternatives for low-level, low-risk 

offenders can lead to better public safety outcomes at a lower cost to taxpayers. 

 

 The astronomical growth in the breadth of federal criminal law is in tension with 

the primary constitutional role of state and local governments in the area of 

criminal justice. With more than 4,500 federal statutory offenses on the books, 

and hundreds of thousands of regulations carrying criminal penalties, it is time to 

right-size the federal criminal law as part of a broader effort to revive federalism 

and the Tenth Amendment. We recommend that all necessary federal criminal 

laws be consolidated into one federal criminal code with clear mens rea 

requirements, which will make it simple for the average citizen to determine what 

is prohibited, and that agency regulations be precluded from carrying criminal 

penalties unless expressly authorized by Congress. In the 1970’s, Dick 

Thornburgh, serving as the Assistant Attorney General for the Justice 

Department's Criminal Division under President Ford, urged Congress to create a 

unified criminal code.2 It was a good idea then, and it is only more urgently 

needed now as the volume, scope, and complexity of federal criminal laws 

continues to grow. 

 

About the Texas Public Policy Foundation & Right on Crime 

 

 Since 1989, the Texas Public Policy Foundation has served as the state’s free-

market think tank and in 2005 I launched our Center for Effective Justice. Our 

work in Texas which included research, data analysis, and legislative testimony 

helped shape Texas’ historic shift in criminal justice policy in 2007 away from 

building more prisons to instead strengthening alternatives for holding nonviolent 

offenders accountable in the community, such as drug courts. Since making this 

shift, Texas has achieved a drop in its incarceration rate by more than 12 percent 

and, most importantly, a drop in its crime rate by more than 24 percent, reaching 

its lowest level since 1968.3 Taxpayers have avoided spending more than $2 

billion on new prisons. 

 

 Building on the Texas success, we launched Right on Crime in 2010.  Our 

Statement of Principles signed by conservative leaders such as Jeb Bush, Newt 

Gingrich, Rick Perry, Bill Bennett, Grover Norquist, and J.C. Watts, as well as 

leading experts in the field such as John DiLulio and George Kelling, explains 

how conservative principles such as personal responsibility, limited government, 

and accountability should apply to criminal justice policy. Our focus areas 

include: 1) maximizing the public safety return on the dollars spent on criminal 

justice, 2) giving victims a greater role in the system through restorative justice 

approaches and improving the collection of restitution, and 3) combating 
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overcriminalization by limiting the growth of non-traditional criminal laws. Right 

on Crime does not endorse or oppose legislation, but continues to highlight how 

these principles can be applied at all levels of government. 

 

 Over the past few years, we have worked with our counterpart free-market think 

tanks and conservative Governors and legislators across the country to advance 

tough and smart criminal justice reforms, which in most cases have passed 

unanimously or with just a few votes against. Examples include Georgia, South 

Carolina, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. These legislative packages have shared many 

similarities, such as strengthening and expanding alternatives such as drug and 

other problem-solving courts, reducing penalties for low-level drug offenses while 

still holding these offenders accountable and requiring treatment, reinvesting a 

share of prison savings into proven community corrections and law enforcement 

strategies, imposing swift, certain, and commensurate sanctions for non-

compliance with community supervision terms, implementing earned time 

policies that incentivize offenders to succeed, and instituting rigorous, outcome-

oriented performance measurements to hold the system accountable for lowering 

recidivism. Also, in Georgia, the mandatory minimum safety valve for drug cases 

in the successful legislative package spearheaded by Governor (and former 

prosecutor) Nathan Deal is very similar to pending federal legislation.  

 

 While in the last two years, state incarceration rates have been declining, the 

federal prison system continues to grow. Since 1980, the number of federal 

prisoners has grown by over 700 percent, while the U.S. population has only 

grown by slightly more than 32 percent.4 Some 46.8 percent of federal inmates 

are drug offenders.5 

 

Mandatory Minimums for Nonviolent Offenders 
 

 In 1999, Ed Meese told the New York Times, “I think mandatory minimum 

sentences for drug offenders ought to be reviewed. We have to see who has been 

incarcerated and what has come from it.” More than two decades later and four 

years after Ed Meese became one of the signatories to our Right on Crime 

Statement of Principle, today we have that opportunity to do that. As you consider 

recalibrating mandatory minimums that apply to nonviolent offenses, we think the 

following factors should be taken into account: 

 

 Judges and juries have much more information as to the specific facts of the 

case, yet mandatory minimums prevent the judge and jury from considering 

the defendant’s background and especially his risk level.  Research shows that 

actuarial risk assessments can accurately determine that two offenders who 

committed the same offense pose very different levels of risk to the 

community.  
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 Some mandatory minimums result in excessive prison terms, particularly 

following the abolishment of parole in the federal system. For example under 

21 U.S.C. § 851(a), if a federal defendant is convicted of as little as 10 grams 

of certain drugs and has one or more prior convictions for a “felony drug 

offense,” the mandatory minimum is 20 years with a maximum of life in 

prison. If there were two prior “felony drug offenses” that the prosecutor files 

notice of, life in federal prison is mandatory. Notably, a prior “felony drug 

offense” can be satisfied by a state misdemeanor in states where a 

misdemeanor is punishable by one or more years behind bars and even a 

diversionary disposition in state court. Furthermore, there is no limit on how 

old the prior offense can be and in some cases it has been decades old. Also, 

the current safety valve for federal drug cases is too narrow, as it applies to 

only 24 percent of cases even though only 7 percent of those charged were 

considered leaders, supervisors, or managers.6 

 

 Most federal drug offenders are not violent. Of the 22,300 federal drug 

offenders sentenced in FY 2013, half had little or no prior criminal record and 

84% had no weapon involved in the crime – and most of the 16% who did 

merely possessed the weapon.7  Despite these facts, 97 percent of all federal 

drug offenders went to prison in FY 2013, and 60% received mandatory 

minimum sentences of five, 10, 20 years or life without parole.8 Yet, of drug 

offenders sentenced in FY2012, just 28 defendants (.1%) received a seven-

year increase under 18 U.S.C. § 924(c) for brandishing a firearm, and just 44 

(.2%) received a ten-year increase, either for discharging a weapon or 

possessing a more dangerous type of weapon. Only 89 (.37%) of the 23,758 

defendants sentenced under USSG §2D1.1 in FY2012 received the 2-level 

increase under (b)(2) for having “used violence, made a credible threat to use 

violence, or directed the use of violence.” Just 6.6 percent received any 

increase for playing an aggravating role in the offense, and only .4 percent 

received a super-aggravating adjustment under §2D1.1(b)(14).  

 

 There are many cases where federal judges have lamented in the record that 

the sentence they are forced to give by the applicable mandatory minimums is 

unjust and far beyond what is needed to sufficiently punish and ensure public 

safety. Among those are the case of college student Michael Wahl just this 

year in Florida who received ten years for growing marijuana in his apartment 

due to a § 851 enhancement for drug possession case two decades earlier. An 

Iowa 40 year-old man named Robert Riley was sentenced to mandatory life in 

federal prison  for selling 10 grams of drugs, including the weight of the 

blotter paper they were attached to, due to the prosecutor filing § 851 

enhancements based on prior drug convictions involving small amounts. The 

judge said the sentence he was forced into was “unfair” and wrote a letter 

supporting presidential clemency which has proven futile so far. In addition to 

the drug cases, there are also many problematic cases involving guns 
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otherwise legally owned by persons previously convicted of any crime 

punishable by more than a year behind bars. Some such defendants have 

received mandatory terms of 10 to 40 years even when the prior offense was 

nonviolent and decades ago and the gun they currently possessed was 

otherwise legal and not being used for any illicit purpose. In one such case 

where the gun was a sixty year-old hunting rifle used to hunt turkey in rural 

Tennessee, the judge described the 15 year mandatory term he was forced to 

impose as “too harsh.” 

 

 A Rand Institute study found mandatory minimums for nearly all drug 

offenders are not cost-effective, although long sentences for major 

international drug kingpins trafficking enormous quantities were found to be 

cost-effective.9 

 

 Mandatory minimums do not allow for input from the victim in cases where 

there is one. Research has shown that in some cases victims do not want the 

maximum prison term and that restitution is much more likely to be obtained 

if an alternative sentence is imposed.10 

 

 Mandatory minimums have not met the goal of achieving uniformity in 

sentencing.  Mandatory minimum sentences can actually create geographical 

sentencing disparity, because whether to charge someone with an offense 

carrying a mandatory minimum is entirely up to prosecutors – and the 94 US 

Attorney offices around the country have different charging policies and 

practices. For example, a defendant in the Northern District of Iowa “who is 

eligible for a § 851 enhancement is 2,532% more likely to receive it than a 

similarly eligible defendant in the bordering District of Nebraska,” a 

defendant in the Eastern District of Tennessee is "3,994% more likely to 

receive" the enhancement than in the Western District. United States v. Young, 

__ F. Supp. 2d __, 2013 WL 4399232 (N.D. Iowa 2013).  The USSC’s 2011 

report found that the charging and application of the 18 USC 924c penalties, 

for example, depended greatly on where the crime was committed – nearly 

half of all cases came from just three districts in 2010, despite no difference in 

the prevalence of that offense conduct among all districts. (p. 276).  

 

 Mandatory minimums were implemented in large part due to concerns with 

excessive use of judicial discretion, but judicial adherence to drug sentencing 

guidelines is relatively high overall. An overreliance of mandatory minimums 

effectively results in a massive transfer of discretion from judges to 

prosecutors, since the sentence is dictated by what charges and notices are 

filed. Indeed, it is prosecutors, not judges, who are responsible for the largest 

proportion of deviations from the guidelines in drug cases. In FY2013, only 

17.8% of below-guidelines sentences for drug offenders were initiated by the 

court for Booker reasons.11 More than 38% of below-guideline sentences for 
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drug offenders in FY 2013 came at the urging of prosecutors for reasons 

Congress has sanctioned (Table 45 of USSC 2013 Sourcebook). 

 

 Mandatory minimums are not necessary to encourage defendants to plea. 

Some 96.9% of federal cases are resolved by plea, with only 3.1% going to 

trial.12 These figures are very high for every category of cases, even those to 

which mandatory minimums do not apply. For example, 99.4% of 

immigration cases result in pleas, as do 93.4% of fraud cases. In fact, the U.S. 

Sentencing Commission found that those convicted of an offense carrying a 

mandatory minimum penalty pled guilty at a slightly lower rate (94.1%) than 

offenders who were not convicted of an offense carrying  a mandatory 

minimum penalty (97.5%).13 Furthermore, offenders facing longer mandatory 

minimum penalties were less likely to plead guilty. 

 

 We do recognize the value of appropriate sentencing ranges to guide the 

discretion exercised by judges and juries as well as judges being aware of the 

sentencing patterns of their colleagues. If mandatory minimums were revised for 

certain nonviolent offenses and/or if the safety valve was expanded, judges in 

each circuit could be asked to annually review data comparing their sentencing 

patterns in similar cases with those of their colleagues. In short, policymakers 

should not be forced to choose between the false dichotomy of a sentencing 

regime that is entirely rigid and one with no limits and monitoring to constrain 

discretion. 

 

 It is important to remember that, even if mandatory minimums did not apply to 

certain drug cases, these offenders would be going to federal prison. Recent 

experience illustrates that federal judges would generally impose tough sentences 

even if Congress dialed back mandatory minimums in such cases. For example, 

even after the crack/power disparity was narrowed in 2010, those convicted in 

subsequent crack cases received an average prison term of 97 months.   

 

 We appreciate the outstanding work that most prosecutors do at all levels of 

government. We have heard the concern that prosecutors in some jurisdictions 

have excessive caseloads and mandatory minimums provide the leverage needed 

to quickly extract plea bargains that are satisfactory to them, but the better way to 

address this concern is to ensure there are sufficient prosecutors to properly 

examine the facts of each case and, when necessary, fully prosecute those cases 

that merit a trial. The growth in the Bureau of Prisons, however, is consuming an 

ever greater share of the Department of Justice budget, the same budget that funds 

federal prosecutors. 

 

 It is useful to note that Texas generally does not have mandatory minimums, 

except for repeat seriously violent offenses, but still has long provided for 

meaningful [and appropriately stringent] sentencing ranges and penalties for 
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criminal offenses. In the recent groundswell of state policy innovations in this 

area, a number of states have addressed their mandatory minimums. For example, 

in 2010, South Carolina eliminated mandatory minimums for the manufacture, 

distribution, dispensing, delivery or purchase of drugs below certain weight 

thresholds for first and second offenses.  Delaware reduced its mandatory 

minimum sentences for many drug trafficking offenses in 2003. In 2013, Georgia 

provided judges with a “safety valve” for departing below mandatory minimums 

for trafficking and manufacturing, if certain findings were made.  Reductions in 

state mandatory minimums does not appear to have had an adverse impact on 

crime, as the crime rates have continued to decline in these states. Since the 

reforms in South Carolina 2010, the crime rate has decreased by 14 percent.   

 

Beyond Mandatory Sentencing: Other Federal Criminal Justice Reforms 

 

 The criminal justice reforms in some states like Texas have not dealt with 

mandatory minimums because Texas only had minimum prison terms for repeated 

seriously violent offenses. However, at the federal level, since mandatory 

minimums affect many cases, including many nonviolent cases, comprehensive 

reform approaches should address both mandatory minimums and other changes 

that do not involve sentencing laws such as earned time and strengthening reentry.  

 

 Our recent paper “The Verdict on Federal Prison Reform” focuses on policy 

changes that are backed by empirical research and proven success in the states.14 

These include: utilizing validated risk and needs assessments, earned time 

policies, strengthening alternatives to incarceration such as problem-solving 

courts and electronic monitoring, reducing collateral consequences of convictions 

that make it harder for rehabilitated ex-offenders to find employment, and 

strengthening reentry. With regard to both alternatives to incarceration and 

reentry, we suggest considering subcontracting in some instances with state, local, 

and non-profit agencies, as this can be more efficient than the federal government 

reinventing the wheel, particularly in areas where there are not that many federal 

offenders on probation or on supervised release.  

 

 Congress must also act to rein in overcriminalization by reducing the number of 

superfluous criminal laws, consolidating all necessary criminal laws into one 

unified criminal code, adopting a rule of construction that applies a strong mens 

rea protection where the underlying statute is unclear, codifying the rule of 

lenity1, and removing the authority of agencies to apply criminal penalties to 

regulations unless expressly authorized by Congress.  

                                                           
1 This canon of statutory interpretation provides that, if there are two objectively reasonable meanings of 
a statute, the court should adopt the one that is favorable to the defendant. The rule of lenity has a long 
pedigree in Western law (See United States v. Wiltberger, 18 U.S. 76, 95 (1820)(“The rule that penal laws 
are to be construed strictly, is perhaps not much less old than construction itself.”) and has been applied 
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 When it comes to conduct that is properly criminalized, limited federal criminal 

justice resources should be refocused on areas where the federal government is 

uniquely situated to supplement the role of states and localities, such as matters 

involving homeland security and international drug and human trafficking. The 

garden variety drug, property, or even violent offense that occurs on one street 

corner can and should be addressed by prosecution at the local and state levels. 

Congress and the administration should look at how to develop mechanisms, such 

as guidelines and performance measures, to ensure federal prosecutorial resources 

are being appropriately prioritized.  

 

 In addition to considering the statutory penalties for various crimes, we urge the 

Commitee to examine collateral consequences. One example is the federal law 

that requires states to suspend the driver’s licenses of all individuals convicted of 

any drug offense, even a misdemeanor. While those who are driving while 

inebriated with any substance should be taken off the road, this issue should be 

dealt with at the state and local levels. States should not be subject to losing 

federal transportation funds based on their policy in this area, as the threat of 

withholding unrelated funds involves coercion that undermines the framework of 

federalism embodied in the Tenth Amendment.  

 

Reforming Solitary Confinement 

 

 As conservatives, we are appropriately skeptical of government that is too large, 

too intrusive, and too costly, and we insist on accountability and transparency. 

Government is at its most restrictive when it imposes solitary confinement so it is 

only appropriate that we bring a critical focus to this issue rather than succumb to 

an out of sight, out of mind mentality. While we recognize solitary confinement is 

needed in some instances, policies and practices must be implemented to ensure it 

is not unnecessarily used to the detriment of public safety, taxpayers, and justice. 

 

 The U.S. Bureau of Prisons (BOP) maintained approximately 12,400 inmates in 

solitary confinement at the time of the May 2013 General Accounting Office 

(GAO) report, although BOP officials claim the segregated population has 

declined since then. Many more inmates are so housed in state prisons, which 

typically means 23 hours alone in a small cell with no stimulation or interaction 

with other people. The GAO report found that the use of solitary confinement has 

                                                           
on occasion by the U.S. Supreme Court and federal appellate courts in recent years. It is tied to the core 
principle that citizens should have fair notice as to what is a crime, since a statute capable of an 
objectively reasonable interpretation whereby the conduct at issue would not be prohibited would, 
thereby, fail to provide such notice. By codifying the rule of lenity, Congress can ensure it is uniformly 
applied.  
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been growing in the federal prison system despite a lack of any available evidence 

that this practice was increasing safety for inmates and staff.15 The GAO report 

also for the first time revealed the actual cost of solitary confinement on the 

federal level, finding that it amounts to $78,000 per inmate per year, nearly three 

times that of housing inmates in the general population.16  Since the time of the 

last Senate hearing on solitary confinement, BOP has agreed to begin an audit that 

will, for the first time, lead to some outside scrutiny of BOP’s use of segregation. 

 

 The research in this area and the recent successes that several states have achieved 

in both reducing solitary confinement and improving order in their correctional 

facilities suggests that there are changes in policies and practices from which both 

the BOP and state prison systems can benefit. 

 

 While often viewed primarily as a moral issue, solitary confinement has 

significant implications for public safety. First and foremost, prisons must 

discontinue the practice of releasing inmates directly from solitary confinement to 

the public. A study in Washington state found that inmates released directly from 

the Supermax prison, which consists entirely of solitary confinement, committed 

new felonies at a rate 35 percent greater than that for inmates of the same risk 

profile released from the general population.17 Additionally, a greater percentage 

of the new crimes committed by those released from solitary confinement were 

among the most serious violent felonies.18  

 

 Despite this finding, many states continue to release inmates directly from solitary 

confinement, with more than 1,300 such releases in 2011 in Texas alone.19 In 

2013, a Colorado inmate released directly from solitary confinement murdered the 

state’s director of corrections, Tom Clements. Alarmingly, dating back to 2002, 

half of those released from Colorado prisons who subsequently committed murder 

served time in solitary confinement, with some discharged directly to the street. 

However, as documented below, major changes are underway that are 

significantly reducing overall solitary confinement in Colorado and those 

discharged directly from this custody level, with the latter figure falling from 221 

in 2004 to 70 in 2013.20 

 

 The average American may understandably wonder, if an inmate is too dangerous 

for the general population of a prison, how can they live next to me the next day? 

While inmates who have served their entire sentence must by law be released, this 

date is not a mystery to corrections officials. Stepping them down to a lower level 

of custody at least several months prior to release is not too much to ask. 

 

 While it is commonsensical to most people that someone who was subjected to 23 

hours a day in a cell with no stimulation will have great difficulty reentering 

society the next day, the negative effects of solitary confinement on those who 

were mentally ill even prior to entering solitary confinement are well documented. 
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The Journal of the American Academy of Psychiatry Law noted: “The stress, lack 

of meaningful social contact, and unstructured days can exacerbate symptoms of 

illness or provoke recurrence. Suicides occur disproportionately more often in 

segregation units than elsewhere in prison.”21 One study found that 45 percent of 

prisoners in solitary confinement suffered from serious mental illness, marked 

psychological symptoms, psychological breakdowns, or brain damage.22 

 

 Fortunately, jurisdictions are increasingly demonstrating that the use of solitary 

confinement can be safely reduced. One of the most stunning examples of 

downsizing solitary confinement comes from Mississippi. In 2007, Mississippi 

had 1,300 inmates in solitary confinement while today there are only 300.23 This 

downsizing has saved Mississippi taxpayers $6 million, because solitary 

confinement costs $102 per day compared to $42 a day for inmates in the general 

population.24 Most importantly, violence within Mississippi’s prisons and the 

recidivism rate upon release are both down, with violence dropping nearly 70 

percent.25 

 

 Maine is a similar success story. In 2011, the state prison in Warren instituted a 

plan to reduce long-term segregation which has resulted in a decline in the 

segregated population from 139 in August 2011 to between 35 and 45 inmates 

just a year later.26  Importantly, Maine Corrections Commissioner Joseph Ponte 

said the downsizing of solitary confinement has led to “substantial reductions in 

violence, reductions in use of force, reductions in use of chemicals, reductions in 

use of restraint chairs, reductions in inmates cutting [themselves] up — which 

was an event that happened every week or at least every other week…The cutting 

has] almost been totally eliminated as a result of these changes.”27 

 

 Some of the changes involved reducing the duration of solitary confinement – for 

example, those segregated for drugs can now graduate out of confinement and 

stay in the general population as long as they pass drug tests. Moreover, there was 

a change in the chain of command. Rather than the shift captain being able to 

place an inmate in segregation for more than three days, the segregation unit 

manager and the housing unit manager must agree after this period to continue the 

segregation and that decision must be ratified by the Commissioner.  

 

 Similarly, in the last decade, Ohio dramatically reduced its solitary confinement 

population from 800 to 90 prisoners.28 Additionally, from September 2011 to 

September 2013, Colorado cut the number of inmates in solitary confinement 

from 1,505 to 662. The number of mentally ill offenders in solitary confinement 

has fallen even more sharply.  

 

 It is important to note that prison staff do not necessarily want more inmates to be 

in solitary confinement. In fact, in January 2014, the association representing 

Texas prison guards, AFSCME Texas Correctional Employees Local 3807,  
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called for reducing the solitary confinement of death row inmates, noting that 

because “inmates have very few privileges to lose,” staff become easy targets.29  

 

 More broadly, any intervention that reduces prison violence is likely to reduce 

solitary confinement by avoiding the incidents that often lead to it. One of the best 

models for promoting order in prisons is the parallel universe model embraced by 

Arizona in 2004 through the “Getting Ready” program, which won the innovation 

award from the Harvard University JFK School of Government. The parallel 

universe model attempts to make prison more like ordinary life in that how the 

inmate is treated is directly related to their behavior.  For example, inmates who 

are exemplary, both in completing educational and treatment programs, holding a 

job inside of prison, and maintaining an unblemished disciplinary record, have a 

longer curfew and receive better food. Since the program was implemented, 

inmate violence has decreased by 37 percent, inmate-on-staff assaults by 51 

percent, and inmate suicides by 33 percent.30 So many inmates are working 

through the program that they have contributed more than $1 million to a fund for 

victims of crime, and recidivism rates of participants are 35 percent lower than for 

similar inmates.31 

 

 By the same token, the swift and certain sanctions model that is so successful in 

the HOPE Court certainly has a place inside prisons. It is a bit more challenging 

to apply a matrix of intermediate sanctions in prison because there are fewer 

privileges that inmates have that can constitutionally be withheld, as compared 

with those on probation or parole. However, such sanctions can include 

withholding access to the commissary, withholding access to the phone and mail 

except to communicate with an attorney, relocation to a less desirable cell or 

higher security unit and away from any inmate with whom they have a dispute, 

and even short stints in solitary confinement of 24 to 72 hours. Required anger 

management programming should also be available as a response to misconduct. 

While inmates who instigate force causing serious bodily harm to a staff member 

or other inmate should be placed in solitary confinement for a significant period 

of time rather than dealt with through intermediate sanctions, these intermediate 

sanctions can address the more common, less severe disciplinary infractions 

before they escalate to that point. 

 

 However, perhaps the most effective sanction is sometimes not available due to 

policies that result in a large share of inmates serving all or nearly all of their 

sentence behind bars, regardless of their behavior. Those inmates eligible for 

parole typically realize that their record of behavior inside prison will be a major 

factor in whether they will be approved for parole. In those states with good time 

or earned time policies, the only way an inmate can earn time off their sentence is 

through good behavior, though under earned time policies they often must go 

beyond that by completing treatment, educational, and vocational programs. Yet, 

the federal government and many states abolished parole in the 1990’s, even for 
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nonviolent offenders. Some of these same states such as Florida also adopted so-

called truth-in-sentencing policies that require even nonviolent offenders to serve 

85 to 90 percent of their sentences beyond bars.  

 

 However, a 2013 a study conducted by the Pew Charitable States Public Safety 

Performance Project of New Jersey of inmates released from prison found that 

comparable inmates placed on parole supervision committed 36 percent fewer 

new offenses, casting doubt on policies such as the abolishment of parole that 

have led to more inmates maxing out their entire term behind bars.32 Not only 

does the elimination of parole and requirements that inmates serve virtually all 

their time in prison put prison growth on auto-pilot, these policies create another 

drawback that is relevant here. That is, many inmates know that, unless they go so 

far as to commit another crime in prison, they will be released on the same date or 

virtually the same date regardless of their behavior. The same drawback applies to 

life without parole sentences, which while justified in many of the cases in which 

they are imposed due to the heinousness of the crime and a pattern of violence, 

are being served by inmates in Louisiana for offenses such as marijuana and 

stealing a belt.33 While Louisiana is the state with the most nonviolent offenders 

serving life without parole, the federal system dwarfs all states, accounting for 

two-thirds of the 3,278 prisoners serving life without parole in 2013 for 

nonviolent offenses. By reducing the share of inmates, particularly nonviolent 

inmates, who must serve all or virtually all of their entire terms behind bars, we 

can ensure that more inmates have an incentive to avoid the types of misconduct 

that often lead to solitary confinement. 

 

 The successful experiences of several states and the empirical research in this area 

lead to many recommendations that can reduce the unnecessary use of solitary 

confinement while promoting order in correctional facilities. These include: 

 

 End the practice of releasing inmates directly from solitary confinement. 

 Ensure that there is an oversight mechanism, whether that is an 

ombudsman or the head of the department, to review decisions to keep an 

inmate in solitary confinement beyond 72 hours. This is particularly 

important in states like Texas where inmates can be placed in solitary 

confinement simply for being a suspected gang member, a determination 

which is prone to human error.  

 Provide a means for inmates to earn their way out of solitary confinement, 

such as through a period of exemplary behavior and gang renunciation, if 

they were not placed there for instigating force that caused serious bodily 

injury to a staff member or other inmate. 

 Eliminate rules that make all inmates in solitary confinement ineligible for 

any programing and allow such inmates access to constructive reading 

materials, including educational course books. 
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 Enhance training for prison personnel in de-escalation techniques, mental 

illness, and mental retardation, issues which often lead to solitary 

confinement. Some states such as Nebraska are looking at having some 

higher level prison guard positions filled by individuals with degrees in 

areas such as social work who are better equipped to not just respond to 

behavior, but change it. 

 Implement a parallel universe model that creates incentives for positive 

behavior and self-improvement. 

 Create a matrix of intermediate sanctions that must be used prior to 

placing an inmate in solitary confinement for more than 72 hours, unless 

that inmate has instigated force that caused serious bodily injury to a staff 

member or other inmate. 

 For many inmates, allow for earned time, thereby reducing the number of 

“dead-enders” and allowing for substantial variation in time served based 

on the inmate’s performance.  

 Reduce overcrowding through sentencing reform. Overcrowding can 

contribute to the overuse of solitary confinement by leading to an 

insufficient number of guards to control inmates in the general population 

and making it more difficult to separate inmates and groups of inmates 

who may have issues with one another. 

 Utilize “missioned housing,” which are separate, smaller correctional 

settings, for inmates in segregation as protective custody, such as former 

police officers and those who have recently exited a gang, as well as for 

mentally ill and developmentally delayed inmates who were segregated 

due to an inability to follow orders. These inmates who did not harm 

another inmate or staff member should not be subject to 23 hours of 

solitary confinement alongside those who committed acts of violence 

behind bars. The Wisconsin model of Special Management Units provides 

an example of such “missioned housing” for these types of inmates. 

 Reexamine prison construction and renovation plans to ensure 

unnecessary Supermax/solitary confinement beds are not added. Even if 

additional maximum security capacity is needed, the vast majority or all of 

the beds can be general population beds. 

 Improve availability of data. For example, there is no reliable data on the 

number of inmates in different types of segregation (punitive versus 

protective) and very little data at all on local jails and immigration 

detention centers. 

Conclusion 

 

 The successes of many states in reducing both crime and costs through reforms 

anchored in research and conservative principles provide a blueprint for reform at 

the federal level. By learning from what is working in the states and taking steps 

to ensure the federal role in criminal justice does not intrude on the constitutional 
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purview of state and local governments, Congress can focus federal resources on 

those areas where it can most uniquely contribute to advancing public safety and 

the rule of law. We are encouraged by the remarkable vision and leadership of the 

distinguished members of this Committee and look forward to being of assistance 

in any way we can. 
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Selected Recent Major Corrections Reforms 
 
 

State Year  Description Impact 
Alaska 2014 Senate Bill 64 passed unanimously though both chambers of the Alaska legislature.  

Among other reforms, this omnibus crime bill introduces a mechanism of time 
credit for those who participate in court-ordered treatment programs, funds 
sobriety treatment programs, elevates the felony threshold for certain property 
offenses, and establishes the Alaska Criminal Justice Commission.  

SB 64 is intended to obviate the need to spend in excess of $250 million to build another 
correctional facility.  With an estimated four4 percent of the state’s correctional budget 
previously spent on rehabilitation, this bill offers additional avenues to get – and keep – 
Alaskans out of the criminal justice system. 

Georgia 2012 The Georgia General Assembly unanimously passed legislation that was the result of 
a data-driven analysis by the bipartisan, inter-branch Special Council on Criminal 
Justice Reform, which found that the state’s prison population had more than 
doubled in the last two decades and would grow by an additional 8 percent over the 
next five years if current policies remained in place. The new law protects public 
safety and controls prison growth by focusing prison space on serious offenders, 
strengthening probation and accountability courts, relieving local jail overcrowding, 
and instituting outcome-based performance measures. 

The legislative package is projected to avert all of the previously anticipated growth in the 
prison population and also reduce the daily population by approximately 1,000 offenders 
during the next five years.  As a result, taxpayers will save at least $264 million.  The state 
budget also prioritizes spending to enhance community corrections such as drug courts 
that reduce recidivism. Combined, these efforts are expected to improve public safety and 
cut costs. 

Georgia 
(juvenile) 

2013 Following a criminal justice overhaul in 2012, Georgia took further steps in 2013, 
which included wide-ranging reforms to its juvenile justice system based on 
recommendations from the Special Council on Criminal Justice Reform for 
Georgians. The legislation focuses state facilities on higher-level offenders; reduces 
recidivism by prioritizing evidence-based programs and practices; and improves 
government performance with better collection and performance-based 
contracting. The reforms were passed with unanimous support and signed by 
Governor Deal. Some of the savings were reallocated for county-level voluntary 
incentive grants.  

The 2013 initiatives are expected to save Georgia nearly $85 million through 2018 and 
avoid the need to open two additional juvenile lockups. The initiatives also redirected a 
portion of the savings to expand community-based programs and practices proven to 
improve public safety by reducing recidivism. Additionally, the overhaul streamlines and 
revises the state code relating to juvenile justice and child welfare. 

Idaho 2014 Idaho’s SB 1357 sought to address Idaho’s unusually high incarceration; ranked 
eighth-highest in the nation.  Nonviolent offenders in the state are estimated to 
spend nearly twice as long behind bars than similar offenders in other states.  SB 
1357 bolsters probation and parole, expands community supervision officer 
training, and increases quality assurance data collection.  Gov. Otter signed the bill 
into law on March 19th.   

This bill will provide immediate relief to Idaho’s “short-term rider” problem, allowing 
these low-level offenders to be handled in the community rather than in correctional 
facilities.  Further, this avoids the need for facility expansion, saving Idahoans between 
$255 million and $288 million over the next five years. 

  



Kansas 
 
  

2013 Kansas adopted a reform package that bases supervision intensity 
and treatment on offenders’ risk levels, increases funding for and 
the availability of community-based treatment, uses swift, certain 
and graduated sanction for probation violators, and requires post-
incarceration supervision for individuals re-incarcerated for 
probation revocations. 

The 2013 reforms are projected to save Kansas an estimated $125 million in averted construction costs 
and $56 million in operating costs over 5 years. 

Kentucky 
(adult) 

2011 The Public Safety and Offender Accountability Act passed 
unanimously in the Senate and with just one dissenting vote in the 
House. The law concentrates expensive prison beds on serious 
offenders, reduces recidivism by strengthening probation and 
parole, and establishes mechanisms for measuring government 
progress over time. 

The legislation is expected to enhance public safety and improve the performance of Kentucky’s 
correctional system. The state estimates the reforms will save $422 million over 10 year. This has allowed 
the state to invest in programs to reduce recidivism, including increasing state capacity for substance 
abuse treatment by several thousand.   

Louisiana 2012-14 In 2012, eight provisions recommended by the bipartisan, inter-
branch Louisiana Sentencing Commission became law.  The 
measures simplify “good time” and earned time statutes, expand 
parole eligibility for second-time offenders, and allow for the waiver 
of mandatory minimum sentences for non-violent offenders if the 
prosecutor, defense counsel and judge agrees. They also; clarify 
provisions for administrative sanctions for supervision violations; 
repeal under-utilized risk-review panels; expand Louisiana’s reentry 
courts; and consolidate the pardon and parole boards into a single 
board. Other measures allow earned time for non-violent habitual 
offenders and provide parole eligibility for non-violent offenders 
serving life sentences. In 2014, legislation was passed that provides 
for a cleaning period between offenses so that a person’s offense is 
not automatically enhanced and made ineligible for parole because 
of a prior offense that occurred many years ago. Additionally, 
reentry bills passed in 2014 allow for most ex-offenders to obtain 
provisional licenses to enter licensed occupations and immunize 
employers from being sued for negligent hiring simply because the 
person is an ex-offender. 

The 2012 measures are projected to save Louisiana more than $200 million over 10 years while enabling 
the state with the nation’s highest incarceration rate to prioritize prison space for violent and dangerous 
offenders. 

Mississippi 2014 This March, the Mississippi legislature passed HB 585 (dubbed by 
Governor Bryant the “Right on Crime” bill), a comprehensive set of 
sentencing and corrections reforms.  This bill put into place 
recommendations from the state’s Task Force on Corrections and 
Criminal Justice, including reforms that prioritized prison bed space 
for serious and violent offenders and increased access to cost-
efficient alternatives for nonviolent offenders monitored in the 
community.  The bill also established oversight authority to ensure 
the reforms are properly implemented. 

The estimated impact of these reforms is significant with overall savings to taxpayers estimated at a 
minimum of $266 million dollars over 10 years. The savings from prison growth allowed the legislature to 
redirect funds to drug courts and other rehabilitation and reentry programs proven to reduce recidivism.   

 



Pennsylvania 2012 After Governor Corbett challenged lawmakers to pass criminal justice 
reform, the Legislature obliged by unanimously passing a series of 
reforms which the governor signed. The new law requires that low-
level, nonviolent misdemeanor offenders be sentenced to a sanction 
other than prison, and it reduces costly inefficiencies in the parole 
process. It also increases the accountability of community-based 
residential programs, targeting their use as intermediate sanctions 
for technical parole violators and for offenders who have been 
granted parole but lack a housing plan. This package, based on 
recommendations from a bipartisan, interbranch Justice 
Reinvestment working group, also authorizes the creation of swift 
and certain sanctions for probation violators based on the Hawaii 
HOPE program. 

These provisions are expected to improve public safety and save the state approximately $253 million 
over the next five years by slowing the growth of Pennsylvania’s prison population. Provisions to prioritize 
a portion of the savings in strategies to help local law enforcement deter crime, to support crime victims, 
and to bolster probation resources are included in a separate measure, which was passed by the 
Legislature and signed by Governor Corbett later that year. 

Ohio 2011 Ohio’s reform legislation realigned the priorities of the state’s 
corrections system.  It holds first-time property and drug offenders 
accountable in more meaningful ways by requiring them to serve 
probation terms and attend treatment, it make more effective use of 
community corrections programs, and strengthen probation 
supervision by establishing statewide standards for probation to 
ensure greater consistency from county to county.     

Ohio projects that these reforms will save taxpayers $78 million in operating costs and avert $500 million 
in prison constructions costs over four years. In the first two years of implementation, Ohio invested over 
$14 million in strengthening probation.  

South 
Carolina 

2010 A comprehensive package enacted in 2010 reduces the application of 
substantial prison terms to low-level drug possession offenses while 
increasing penalties for certain violent crimes. The reforms also 
require supervision for offenders leaving prison, focus corrections 
resources on high-risk offenders, and provide greater accountability 
for non-violent, lower-level offenders. They require greater 
accountability through performance measures and provide data-
driven oversight of sentencing and corrections reform. 

This package is projected to save the state up to $175 million in prison construction costs and avoid more 
than $66 million in operating costs during the next five years. Since 2010, the total number of state 
prisoners has decreased by 8.2 percent and revocations have been reduced dramatically. At the same 
time, crime in South Carolina has dropped by 14 percent over the last 5 years. 

South Dakota 2013 South Dakota’s reform package expands the tools available to courts 
and parole agencies to change offender behavior and reduce 
recidivism. The measures create DWI courts and two pilot HOPE 
courts. The measure also creates more targeted punishments for 
certain nonviolent crimes, including increased penalties for the most 
serious grand theft, creating a default sentence of probation for the 
least serious drug and property offenses, and more finely delineating 
certain property offenses. Further, the reform package enables 
lower-level offenders to earn time off their community supervision 
term though exemplary performance; requires the use of evidence-
based practices, including graduated sanctions, to improve probation 
and parole and reduce recidivism; and requires courts and the 
corrections system to focus treatment and intervention programs for 
probation and parole populations on recidivism reduction, and to 
report on outcomes. 

This package is projected to reduce anticipated prison growth in South Dakota by 716 beds, avert the 
construction of two prisons, and save state taxpayers $207 million in construction and operating costs 
through 2022. It also redirects $8 million from the current budget to programs and policies proven to 
improve public safety by reducing recidivism and improving offender accountability.  



Texas 2007 Policymakers responded to an official projection that the state would 
need to build more than 17,000 prison beds by 2012 by instead 
crafting a $241 million justice reinvestment package. It involved 
expanding drug courts, intermediate sanctions and short-term 
treatment beds, halfway house beds, and non-residential treatment 
slots. The package also reduced probation caseloads so more 
probation violations could be expeditiously addressed in a way that 
deters future violations and thereby prevents revocations. 

This package avoided $2 billion in prison construction and operation costs. Since this 2007 reinvestment 
package, Texas has seen both its crime rate and incarceration rate drop by more than 10 percent. Texas 
now has its lowest crime rate since 1968 and its lowest prison population in five years. Parole and 
probation failure rates have dropped substantially since 2007. 

Texas 
(juvenile) 

2007 Lawmakers addressed an abuse scandal at the state’s youth lockups 
by enacting a comprehensive legislative approach, which not only 
instituted video cameras, an ombudsman, and inspector general to 
enhance accountability at these facilities, but also reduced the 
overutilization of state lockups. One key provision precluded the 
placement of youth misdemeanants in state lockups, such as youths 
in possession of marijuana and alcohol and graffiti offenders, instead 
opting to redirect some of the savings towards local solutions which 
have shown to be more effective. The legislation also established 
panels to ensure youths are promptly reviewed after successfully 
completing their rehabilitation program to determine if they are safe 
to be transferred to parole. 

The population of Texas state youth lockups has fallen from approximately 5,000 in 2006 to about 1,500 
today, resulting in a savings of several hundred million in the state’s juvenile justice budget. Most 
importantly, Texas’ juvenile crime rate has plummeted since 2007, with the juvenile violent crime arrest 
rate per 100,000 youths falling from 190.0 in 2006 to 145.5 in 2010. The juvenile arrest rate for all crimes 
has also declined substantially. 
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